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Why additional Higgs bosons?

SM Higgs is the minimal (perturbative) implementation of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking: additional Higgses not necessary.

But there are many other “open questions” in the SM whose
solutions may involve additional Higgs bosons:

- Hierarchy problem MSSM (2 doublets), NMSSM (2 doublets + singlet),

...; composite Higgs models (extra doublet(s), triplet(s), singlet(s)); Twin

Higgs; ...

- Dark matter SUSY as above; complex singlet scalar DM; Inert Doublet

Model; ...

- Neutrino masses Type 2 Seesaw (scalar triplet), more complicated neu-

trino mass models

- Baryon asymmetry Extended Higgs sector for strong 1st-order phase

transition; extra CP violation in Higgs sector; ...
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Why search for additional Higgs bosons?

Many different extended-Higgs models map onto the same types
of additional-Higgs signatures. Lots of “bang” from each search.

Spin-zero Higgs bosons keep the kinematics simple: easy to in-
terpret searches, reinterpret limits from one model to another.
Searches hold their value well.

Excellent benchmark processes for resonant non-SM production
and decay modes of h125. Next frontier beyond usual SM Higgs mea-

surements.

Low-rate electroweak production of additional Higgs bosons pro-
vides natural targets for high-luminosity LHC searches. Genuine

opportunities for discovery.

Complementary to high-precision measurements of h125 cou-
plings. Multiple experimental handles will allow to dig into model details.
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Why search for additional Higgs bosons?

Additional Higgs bosons can be quite light O(100− 200) GeV

- Electroweak production → cross sections generally fairly small

- Couplings to SM fermions can be suppressed depending on

mixing

- Decays can be complicated leading to hard-to-reconstruct or

soft final states

Low mass ⇒ not captured cleanly by EFT framework!

Good targets for dedicated searches.
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Models: SM + singlet(s)

Motivation is usually phenomenological (“simplest” extension of

the Higgs sector), or for dark matter.

SM Higgs doublet Φ + real singlet S:

V = −µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2 +
m2

2
S2 + λSS

4 + λhSΦ†ΦS2

- imposed S → −S symmetry for simplicity: can be spontaneously

broken by S vev (in which case h and S mix), or exact (in which

case S is dark matter).

- λhSΦ†ΦS2 is the “Higgs portal” coupling: controls most of the

interesting physics.
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Models: SM + real singlet: case where h and S mix:

h125 = cosα hSM − sinα S hnew = sinα hSM + cosα S

- All h125 couplings reduced by a factor of cosα:

if no h125 → hnewhnew decays, all signal strengths µ125 = cos2α.

- All hnew couplings to SM particles are just sinα times SM Higgs

couplings.

- Interesting signatures:

h125 → hnewhnew → ff̄ f f̄ (exotic Higgs decays)

and/or SM → hnew → SM (SM searches, µnew = sin2α)

and/or hnew → h125h125 (resonant di-Higgs production)

Few free parameters (mnew, α) + precision electroweak + exist-

ing searches ⇒ quite constrained. Recent summary: 1611.03007
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Models: SM + real singlet: case where S is dark matter:

h125 = hSM ; only possible new signature is h → SS (i.e., h →
invisible)

Very constrained by relic density and direct-detection DM searches
(e.g. XENON-1T) if S is to be all the dark matter. 1306.4710 3
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FIG. 1: Contours of fixed relic density, labelled in terms of their fraction of the full dark matter density. Dark-shaded lower
regions are ruled out because they produce more than the observed relic density of dark matter. Left : a close-up of the mass
region mS ⇠ mh/2, where annihilations are resonantly enhanced. The region ruled out by the Higgs invisible width at 2� CL is
indicated by the darker-shaded region in the upper left-hand corner. The projected 1� constraint from 300 fb�1 of luminosity
at the 14 TeV LHC is shown as the lighter-shaded region, corresponding to a limit of 5% on the Higgs branching fraction to
invisible states [50]. Right : relic density contours for the full range of mS.

supplemented by the extra contribution from SS ! hh.
The perturbative tree level result for the SS ! hh cross
section is given in appendix A.

The tabulation of �h(m⇤
h) in ref. [51] assumes that m⇤

h
is the true Higgs mass, associated with a self-coupling
� = (m⇤

h)2/2v2
0 . Here � ⇡ 0.13 is fixed by the true Higgs

mass however, and we find that for
p

s & 300 GeV, we
must revert to perturbative expressions for �h(

p
s), or

otherwise the Higgs 1-loop self interactions included in
the table of ref. [51] begin to overestimate the width.
Above mS = 150 GeV we revert to the tree-level expres-
sions for the decay width, including all SM final states.
The expressions we use can again be found in appendix A.

To accurately determine the relic density for mS in the
vicinity of the resonance at 4m2

S ⇠ mh in eq. (4), it is
essential to carry out the actual thermal average [52]

h�vreli =

Z 1

4m2
S

s
p

s � 4m2
S K1(

p
s/T )�vrel

16Tm4
S K2

2 (mS/T )
ds , (6)

where K1, K2 are modified Bessel functions of the second
kind, and to solve the Boltzmann equation for the relic
abundance [53].

The common approximation of setting the threshold
value of �vrel to the standard value of 1 pb·c fails badly
close to the resonance. This is because the integral in
eq. (6) can be dominated by the resonance at s = m2

h
even if mS is considerably below mh/2, possibly increas-
ing h�vreli by orders of magnitude relative to the thresh-
old value. If mS & mh/2, the thermal averaging pushes

h�vreli to lower values relative to the naive approxima-
tion. We compute h�vreli as a function of temperature
and solve the equation for the number density of thermal
relic WIMPs numerically,2 using both a full numerical
integration and a very accurate approximation described
in appendix B. The two methods agree to within less
than 1%.

The resulting contours of constant relic density are
shown in the plane of mS and the coupling �hS in Fig. 1.
We display them both over the entire likely range of dark
matter mass values (45 GeV  mS  5 TeV), and in the
region mS ⇠ mh/2 where annihilation is resonantly en-
hanced. Constraints from the Higgs invisible width are
also plotted in the low-mass region. Below mh/2, the
two constraints combine to rule out all but a small trian-
gle in the mS–�hS plane, including masses in the range
52.5�62.5 GeV. In the region above mh/2, the relic den-
sity constrains the coupling as a function of mass in a
way that can be approximately fit by the dependence
log10 �hS > �3.63 + 1.04 log10(mS/ GeV). We plot up to
�hS ⇠ 8, which is at the (generous) upper limit of where
the theory can be expected to remain perturbative.

2 We henceforth refer to this as the ‘Lee-Weinberg equation’ with
reference to ref. [53], but note that it has also appeared earlier,
e.g. in ref. [54].
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FIG. 7: Limits from direct detection on scalar singlet dark matter, shown in the familiar mass-cross-section plane. Areas
excluded by XENON100, future experiments and the relic density are as per Fig. 6. The unusual shapes of the curves compared
to traditional direct detection constraint plots is due to our self-consistent treatment of sub-dominant relic densities. Left : a
close-up of the resonant annihilation region, with the area ruled out by the Higgs invisible width at 2� CL indicated by the
shaded region in the upper left-hand corner. Right : the full mass range.

year as LUX expects to achieve such values [91, 92], while
XENON1T projects a factor of 100 improvement [93, 94]
within two years. The left panel of Fig. 6 focuses on
the resonant annihilation region mS ⇠ mh/2, showing
that a small triangle of parameter space will continue to
be allowed for mS between mh/2 and ⇠57 GeV. Values
below 53 GeV are already robustly excluded, making it
highly unlikely that singlet dark matter can explain var-
ious hints of direct detection that have been seen at low
masses ⇠10 GeV [95, 96].

On the high-mass side, the right panel of Fig. 6 im-
plies that most of the relevant remaining parameter space
will be ruled out in the next few years. In particular,
XENON1T will be able to exclude masses up to 4.5TeV,
for which the coupling must be rather large, �hS > 1.5,
leaving little theoretical room for this model if it is not
discovered.

Naively, one might expect the contours of direct detec-
tion sensitivity in the high-mS regions to be exactly ver-
tical in Fig. 6 rather than being slightly inclined. This is
because fe↵ ⇠ h�vreli�1 ⇠ (mS/�hS)2 in eq. (24), which
is exactly inverse to �SI.

8 According to this argument,
the direct detection sensitivity would be independent of
�hS and only scale inversely with mS due to the DM num-
ber density going as 1/mS . However this is not exactly

8 There is some additional dependence upon �hS in the annihila-
tion cross section for SS ! hh, but this is very weak at large
mS .

right because the DM relic density has an additional weak
logarithmic dependence on h�vreli through the freezeout
temperature, leading to the relation (see eqs. (B7,B8),
with the approximation Af

⇠= xfZf )

frel⇠(xf Af )�1⇠ ln(c mSh�vreli)
mSh�vreli

⇠(mSh�vreli)�1+✏ ,

(25)
for some constant c and a small fractional power ✏, which
we find to be ✏ ⇠= 0.05. Taylor-expanding the last expres-
sion in ✏ produces the log in the numerator.

The shape of the exclusion contours in the mS-�hS

plane of course carries over into a similar shape in the
mS-�SI plane, which is the more customary one for direct
detection constraints. We nevertheless replot them in
this form in Fig. 7, to emphasize that they look very dif-
ferent from the usual ones, being mostly vertical rather
than horizontal. Normally the DM relic density is as-
sumed to take the standard value because the annihila-
tion cross section h�vreli that sets ⌦DM is distinct from
that for detection, �SI. Only because they are so closely
related in the present model do we get limits that are
modified by the changing relic density as one scans the
parameter space.

6. APPLICATIONS

The singlet model we have considered, or modest elab-
orations of it, has implications for a number of purposes
other than just explaining the dark matter, or one of
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Models: SM + singlet(s)

SM Higgs doublet Φ + complex singlet S = (s+ vs + ia)/
√

2:

Dark matter phenomenology significantly more interesting.

hSM and s mix to give two “Higgs portal” mediators.

hnew → h125h125 signature

a becomes dark matter; direct detection cross section can be

heavily suppressed at tree level by natural cancellation between

h125 and hnew exchanges. 1808.01598

h125 → invisible generally small, but hnew → invisible can be

interesting

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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Models: SM + doublet(s): 2HDM

Original motivations to study 2HDM are SUSY (require an even

number of Higgs doublets for anomaly cancellation among fermionic partners)

and spontaneous parity or CP violation (from spontaneous misalign-

ment of the vevs of the two doublets, now very constrained by EDMs).

Fabulous playground for additional-Higgs phenomenology!

Two doublets − Goldstone bosons = h0, H0, A0, H±

- h125 couplings: characteristic patterns of deviations depending
on “Type” of fermion coupling structure.

- New CP-even (H0) and CP-odd (A0) neutral Higgs bosons,
production in SM-like processes plus b̄b-fusion, new decays in-
cluding tt̄ (interference w/ continuum!), H → h125h125, A → Zh125;
strong constraint from H/A→ ττ at larger tanβ (Type II).

- Charged Higgs H± production in top decays or tH− associated
production, decays to τν, tb, etc.

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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Models: SM + doublet(s): 2HDM

Natural flavour conservation Glashow, Weinberg 1977 dictates structure
of Higgs doublet couplings to fermions. Enforce with Z2 symmetry.

Type Φ2 Φ1
I u, d, ` –
II (MSSM) u d, `
X/leptonic u, d `
Y/flipped u, ` d

Or: allow fermions to get mass

from both doublets → frame-

work for lepton flavour violating

Higgs decays.

20

BSM interpretations: 2HDM

constraint 
from UV

constraint from Uu,d,l constraint from Uu

constraint from Ud,l

Reinterpret RV, Ru, Rd, Rl measurements in the context of 2HDM models

Alignment 
region

Ud ~ -1

Alignment 
region

Measurements favor Alignment region  SM-like light h� 0 boson

Coupling to W, Z bosons
Coupling to up-type quarks
Coupling to down-type quarks 
Coupling to leptons

Type I Type II

Type I is interesting: large tanβ dials down fermion couplings of
H,A,H±; can be quite light < 200 GeV! t→ H+b still relevant!

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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Models: 2HDM + (complex) singlet

Higgs sector of the NMSSM.

Light pseudoscalar gets fermion couplings by mixing with A0:

Prototype model for h125 → aa→ 4f searches

3 CP-even neutral Higgs bosons:

H3 → H1H2 signatures (any of H1,2,3 can be h125; the other two

have different masses)

- H → h125hnew

- h125 → h1h2

On the theorist “wish list” from HXSWG :)

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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Models: SM + doublet(s): 3HDM

More choices for structure of fermion mass generation.

E.g., can have Type Y/flipped style decays (e.g., dominant H+ →
cb) while evading b→ sγ constraint.

Options for dark matter:

- 2 active + 1 inert doublet (less constrained than Inert 2HDM)

- 1 active + 2 inert doublets (CPV in dark sector)

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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Models: SM + triplet(s), etc.

Two main reasons to add SU(2)-triplet Higgs bosons:

1) Neutrino mass generation (Type-2 Seesaw) from a complex

triplet (χ++, χ+, χ0): L ⊃ (yν)ijL̄
c
iτ
aLjχ

a

Yukawa couplings yνvχ = mν ∼ 0.1 eV

Triplet vev vχ drives ρ ≡ M2
W

M2
Z cos2 θW

< 1: constrained to be less

than a couple of GeV.

Novel signature: Doubly-charged Higgs χ±±

Pair production via Drell-Yan qq̄ → χ++χ−−, etc.

(Single production cross sections all ∝ v2
χ: very suppressed.)

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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Models: SM + triplet(s), etc.
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FIG. 5: Branching fractions for H++ → ℓ+ℓ+ (e+e+ + µ+µ+ + τ+τ+) and H++ → W+W+ as

functions of (left) the triplet vev, for two values of the doubly charged Higgs mass, and (right) the

Higgs mass for two choices of v′.

The longitudinal W final state becomes dominant at higher MH++ .

The relative strengths of the two types of decays (ℓ+ℓ+, W+W+) depend on the couplings

Yℓℓ as well the triplet vev v′, which has to be less than 1 GeV in order to prevent large tree-

level contributions to the ρ-parameter unless additional model assumptions are made. While

treating Yℓℓ and v′ as completely free parameters can lead to practically any relative strength

between the two sets of final states, we have been guided by the additional constraint

of neutrino mass generation, to saturate the bound of Eq. (2). Of course, Yℓℓv
′ can be

even smaller if there are right-handed neutrinos in addition, for instance, a Type II seesaw

mechanism is operative. We shall further comment on this possibility at the end of this

section. In Fig. 5 we show the branching fractions for the ℓ+ℓ+ (e+e+ + µ+µ+ + τ+τ+)

and W+W+ decay modes as functions of the triplet vev (left) and the Higgs mass (right),

keeping the overall constraint from neutrino mass mentioned above. With a higher mass of

H++, the W+W+ mode overtakes ℓ+ℓ+ sooner due to the fast growing WLWL mode, even

for a relatively smaller value of v′. While the explanation is obvious from the expressions of

the decay widths, this underlines the importance of exploring the latter mode at LHC, in

addition to the easily identifiable like-sign lepton pair signal.

e.g. Han et al, 0706.0441

yνvχ = mν ∼ 0.1 eV

- Small vev: couples to `±i `
±
j ∝

yν. Very clean signature, mea-

sure left-handed neutrino Majo-

rana mass matrix; limit mχ++ &
500− 800 GeV.

- Larger vev: couples to

W±W± ∝ vχ. More complicated

final states, W branching frac-

tions → much harder to probe.

Mass dependence: Γ(``) ∝ y2
νmχ++ while Γ(WW ) ∝ v2

χm
3
χ++/M4

W

due to longitudinal W polarization contribution.
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Models: SM + triplet(s), etc.

Two main reasons to add SU(2)-triplet Higgs bosons:

2) Experimentally test whether part of electroweak-breaking con-

densate comes from representations larger than doublet.

Have to model-build to evade ρ parameter constraint on larger

representation’s vev:

- Build in global SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry in scalar potential;

preserves custodial symmetry after EWSB.

⇒ Georgi-Machacek model (2 triplets) + generalizations

- Use septet representation T = 3, Y = 2; gives ρ = 1 by accident.

⇒ Scalar septet model

Novel feature: |κV | > 1 is possible! (favoured by current data!)

Cannot be obtained in models with Higgs doublets/singlets only.

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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hV V coupling:

κhV = cosα cos θH −
√
A sinα sin θH , A =

4

3
T (T + 1)

holds in GM, GM-generalizations, and scalar septet model

α is h–H mixing angle; θH is analogous to β in 2HDM.

sin2 θH = fraction of M2
W,Z from larger representation’s vev.

|κV | > 1 is intertwined with doubly-charged Higgs H±± via the
unitarization of the longitudinal W+W− scattering amplitude.

Why a Higgs?

SU(2) x U(1) @ E
2

including (d+e)E <
!

8!v " 1.2 TeV

u-channel diagram with

H++ comes in with oppo-

site sign, cancels κ2
V > 1

contribution from h (and

also H).

H++W−W− coupling

∝ sin θH: probe in VBF!

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) Additional Higgs bosons HC’19, Sep-Oct 2019
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VBF → H±± →W±W± VBF + like-sign dileptons + MET

VBF → H± →W±Z VBF + qq``; VBF + 3` + MET

Andrea Carlo Marini 6 Aug 2016

Charged Higgs bosons appear in many extensions of the SM

Introduction

2

2HDM Triplets models …
! type I / type II / type Y…"
! Light: mH± < mt - mb "
! t→H±b"
! ttbar and single top productions"
! for tan# > 5 preferentially decays 

into !"

! Heavy: mH± > mt - mb "
! for very high masses H±→tb"
! !(H±→ !") ~1—10 %
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A Supplemental material

Table 3: Estimated signal and background yields after the selection. The statistical uncertainties
are reported for all six channels, while the sums are reported with the statistical and systematic
uncertainties added in quadrature. The processes contributing to less than 1% of the total
background are not listed, but included in the total background yield.

e+e+ e+µ+ µ+µ+ e�e� e�µ� µ�µ� Total
Data 14 63 40 10 48 26 201
Signal + total bkg. 19.0 ± 1.9 67.6 ± 3.8 44.1 ± 3.4 11.8 ± 1.8 38.9 ± 3.3 23.9 ± 2.8 205 ± 13
Signal 6.2 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.4 18.3 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.1 8.7 ± 0.2 6.5 ± 0.2 66.9 ± 2.4
Total bkg. 12.8 ± 1.9 42.9 ± 3.8 25.7 ± 3.4 9.4 ± 1.8 30.2 ± 3.3 17.4 ± 2.8 138 ± 13
Nonprompt 5.6 ± 1.7 24.9 ± 3.6 18.4 ± 3.3 5.0 ± 1.6 19.9 ± 3.2 14.2 ± 2.8 88 ± 13
WZ 3.0 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2 5.2 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.1 25.1 ± 1.1
QCD WW 0.6 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.4
Wg 1.4 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.9 0.2 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.7 — 8.3 ± 1.6
Triboson 0.8 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.2 5.8 ± 0.8
Wrong sign 1.5 ± 0.6 1.4 ± 0.4 — 1.1 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.4 — 5.2 ± 1.1

 (GeV)±±Hm
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
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1
±W± W→ ±±VBF H

 Observed
 Median expected
 68% expected
 95% expected

 > 0.1±±H / m±±HΓ 

 (13 TeV)-135.9 fb

CMS

Figure 4: Expected and observed 95% CL upper limits on sH in the Georgi–Machacek model as
a function of doubly charged Higgs boson mass. The blue area in the upper-right corner covers
the region where the model is not applicable [36].

CMS, arXiv:1709.05822

Cross sections ∝ sin2 θH ≡ fraction of M2
W,Z due to exotic scalars.
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Below 200 GeV constraints on H±± are mainly theory-recast:
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Figure 5: Observed and expected upper limits for pp ! H±±H⌥⌥
! W±W±W⌥W⌥ cross-section times branching

fraction at 95% CL obtained from the combination of 2`ss, 3` and 4` channels. The region above the observed limit
is excluded by the measurement. The bands represent the expected exclusion curves within one and two standard
deviations. The theoretical prediction [3] including the NLO QCD corrections [29] is also shown and is excluded
for mH±± < 220 GeV.

8 Conclusion

A search for the pair production of doubly charged Higgs scalar bosons with subsequent decays into W
bosons is performed in proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The data sample
was collected by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
36.1 fb�1. The search for the H±±

! W±W± decay mode, not considered in previous analyses at colliders,
is motivated by a model with an extended scalar sector that includes a triplet in addition to the Standard
Model scalar doublet. The analysis proceeds through the selection of multi-lepton events in three channels
(a pair of same-sign leptons, three leptons and four leptons) with missing transverse momentum and jets.
The signal region is optimised as a function of the H±± mass. The data are found to be in good agreement
with the Standard Model predictions for all channels investigated. Combining those channels, the model
considered is excluded at 95% confidence level for H±± boson masses between 200 and 220 GeV.
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Conclusions

Additional Higgs bosons appear in many well-motivated exten-

sions of the SM.

Additional Higgs boson(s) can be light: can’t fold into SMEFT

approach at LHC energies.

Searches require few assumptions and are easily reinterpretable

in related models.

Excellent well-motivated opportunity to dig deep into small signal

cross sections with high-luminosity LHC data.
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